
     

 

 

 
 

PROJECT & DEVELOPMENT ELECTRICAL ENGINEER    
 

Since July 25
th

 2014, DALKIA‘s International business activities have been a full-fledged part of the VEOLIA Group. 
VEOLIA is the global leader in optimized resource management. 
The Group provides Water, Energy and Waste management solutions and helps residents, cities and industries to 
manage, optimize, develop access to, preserve and replenish resources.  
 
VEOLIA’s Energy activities are present on the markets of District Heating and Cooling Network; Thermal, Electrical 
and Technical Management of buildings; Supply of Energetic Utilities; Facilities Management. 
 
On the Bulgarian Energy market, VEOLIA is represented by VEOLIA ENERGY VARNA, VEOLIA ENERGY SOLUTIONS 
BULGARIA and VEOLIA ENERGY BULGARIA. 
 
VEOLIA, Energy Line is looking to hire a PROJECT & DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER with English, technical background 
and service mentality. 
 
JOB PURPOSE: 
 
You identify and analyze customer’s needs and suggest appropriate technical solutions. 
You conduct technical studies in order to determine energy performance and related operating and maintenance 
costs.  
You provide technical support to business development team. 
 
RESPONSABILITIES: 
 
You audit and analyze electrical systems and facilities; 
You gather information and conduct pre-project and feasibility studies; 
You design installation and operating solutions; 
You identify and design the appropriate technical solution to achieve maximum energy efficiency; 
You assess costs, establish review calculation methods and define capital investment requirements; 
You manage technical specifications dealing with technical regulatory context, energy legal framework and client’s 
needs. 
You take part in bid reviews and projects presentation to clients; 
You manage facility handover and handle related administrative procedures 
 
PROFILE: 
With Master degree in Electrical Engineering, you justify several years of progressively increasing work experience 
in a similar capacity and in the energy field.  
A Diploma in Economics is considered an advantage. 
Your experience with operational diagnostic of technical equipment and works estimation is your strong point. 
You are result-oriented and demonstrate a multi-tasking abilities. 
Problem-solver, you are organized and very detail oriented. 
With pro-active style, you demonstrate ability to interface and relate to a wide variety of clients (internal & 
external) and you are able to identify and resolve issues in a timely manner.  
In addition to your strong operational capability, you are self-motivated, adaptive and autonomous.  
Fluent knowledge of English (or French) and Bulgarian languages is required.  
Advanced level of Excel is obligatory. 
A labor contract with Veolia Energy Solutions Bulgaria EAD 
 
contact : talent@dalkia.bg     All applications will be handled in strict confidentiality 
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